Introduction
============

In recent years, accumulating evidence suggests a functional relationship between the mental representation of number magnitude and bodily representations of finger movements (e.g., Fayol et al., [@B18]; Noël, [@B36]; Fischer, [@B19]). In particular, it was found that finger counting habits exhibit a reliable influence on the mental processing of number magnitude (e.g., Domahs et al., [@B17], this issue;Imbo et al., [@B28]; Lindemann et al., [@B35]; DiLuca and Pesenti, this issue; but see also Andres et al., [@B1]; Badets et al., [@B6]; Song and Nakayama, [@B39] for reciprocal influences of number magnitude on finger movements). Based on such data, it is argued that finger counting habits may influence the structure of the basic mental representations of numbers even in adults.

This is in line with recent findings in neuroscience (e.g., Andres et al., [@B2] for a review) stating that the motor system not just controls and/or monitors actions, but also contributes to cognitive representations. As a possible explanation for these findings, several theories of embodied cognition have been proposed (see Wilson, [@B44], for an overview). The most basic interpretation is that human cognition is originally rooted in sensorimotor processes and, thus, determined by bodily experiences. Such an interaction between the cognitive and physical world has been theoretically elaborated by Hommel et al. ([@B26]) in the Theory of Event Coding. This theory provides an interpretative framework for many of the respective findings. While Hommel and colleagues did not examine the connection of numerical magnitude and motor activity explicitly, the idea of an embodied representation of numerosity has been considered by other researchers (e.g., Fischer, [@B19]). For instance, Fischer was able to show that finger counting habits are strongly related to spatial numerical processing. Moreover, Badets et al. ([@B7]) found first evidence for a general effect of finger counting when pictures of finger gestures were explicitly presented in simple addition in adults. However, as the authors reported a main effect of presentation format (finger gestures vs. rods) the case of finger-based representations in arithmetic involving symbolic digital input remains to be evaluated.

So far, the influence of finger-based representations has only been investigated for more basic numerical task. For instance, in a magnitude comparison task with Arabic numbers performed by adult participants, Domahs et al. ([@B17]) observed that whenever one of the to-be-compared number was larger than five (i.e., exceeding the magnitude which can be represented by one hand in the German finger counting system, e.g., 4_6) RT increased more strongly (compared to e.g., 2_4) than could be expected from the higher problem size of the former example. Importantly, this effect was observed in a number comparison task on symbolically presented numbers assumed to preclude any explicit reference to finger-based representations containing a sub-base-five system. Moreover, the authors were able to provide further evidence suggesting the origin of this effect to be rooted in influences of finger-based representations. When comparing this so-called 5 break effect between German and Chinese participants they found the 5 break effect to be present in the former but absent in the latter. Taking into account that the Chinese finger counting system allows for representing numbers from 1 to 9 on only one hand, whereas in the German finger counting system the numbers 6--10 are represented using both hands, this finding further corroborates the notion that even in adult numerical cognition finger counting is still influential for number processing. Interestingly, these behavioral findings converge with results from neuro-imaging data (e.g., Simon et al., [@B38]; Rusconi et al., [@B37]; Kaufmann et al., [@B29]) which pointed to shared or neighboring neuronal substrates of finger and number representations. These findings support the idea that the establishment of seemingly abstract representations is at least partially rooted in our bodily experiences.

Against this background evaluating the influence of bodily representations like finger patterns on number processing in children seems particularly promising, because almost all children recruit their fingers to aid counting and/or first arithmetic at some point of their numerical development (e.g., Butterworth, [@B9]). Accordingly, influences of finger gnosia on numerical development were observed (Fayol, et al., [@B18]; Noël, [@B36]) and it was also shown that training bodily experiences of numerical information is capable of improving numerical development (Gracia-Bafalluy and Noël, [@B22]; Fischer et al., [@B20]). Importantly, for children there is first evidence indicating that influences of bodily representations such as finger counting habits generalize to mental arithmetic (Domahs et al., [@B16]). In a longitudinal study, the authors examined the development of simple and complex addition and subtraction in grades 1 and 2. In line with the notion of finger-based influences, they observed that so-called split-five errors in simple calculation (i.e., errors with a difference of five from the correct result, i.e., erroneous results differing from the correct result by "a full hand") were reliably more frequent than expected at the beginning of grade 2. Domahs et al. ([@B16]) interpreted these split-five errors as a failure to retrieve and/or keep track of the number of fives (i.e., full hands) involved while children calculated the result, possibly recruiting their fingers and hands. Nevertheless, most children use their hands in initial arithmetic (e.g., Butterworth, [@B9]). Moreover, Domahs et al. ([@B16]) observed that the proportion of split-five errors decreased back to normal at the end of grade 2. Thus, it might be claimed that such sub-base-five effects may only be a transient stage during numerical development. Therefore, Domahs et al. ([@B16]) concluded that mental number representations may at least temporarily inherit features of early external finger representations. This conclusion is further corroborated by the description of an addition strategy reported by Thompson ([@B41]): solving the problem 6 + 7, Scott, a young boy, explained: "13\... I took 5 out of the 6 and 5 out of the 7 and I was left with 3\...." Although Scott is not reported to rely on overt finger counting anymore, this description indicates a specific role for the sub-base-five in his calculation procedure. Therefore, it seems plausible to assume that he used a mental representation that inherited characteristics of finger-based representations. In fact, in finger calculation it makes no considerable difference to refer to one or two full hands.

In sum, there is evidence for a functional relationship between finger and number representations in mental arithmetic at least during numerical development.

However, it remains unclear whether there are similar influences of finger-based representations on mental arithmetic performance of educated adults. In the present study we pursue this issue in a simple addition task requiring participants to verbally produce the result of the addition problems. We hypothesize that finger-based representations may not only influence mental arithmetic at a specific developmental stage, but that this influence generalizes to adult mental arithmetic. Consequently, if the influence of finger-based representations on mental arithmetic were only a transient stage during numerical development, no influences of finger-based sub-base-five effects should be found in adult mental arithmetic. On the other hand, we argue that when influences of finger-based representations persist into adulthood, we should observe sub-base-five effects in the current addition task. In particular, we expect addition problems, in which the sum of the unit digits exceeds 5 (e.g., 4 + 3 = 7) and thus crosses the sub-base-five boundary, reflecting the numerosity coded by one hand in German finger counting, to be significantly more difficult than problems in which adding the units does not cross the sub-base-five boundary (e.g., 5 + 2 = 7). As outlined above, comparable sub-base-five effects were recently observed for adults in a simple magnitude comparison task (Domahs et al., [@B17]). Yet, the present study is the first aiming at evaluating sub-base-five influences in mental arithmetic in educated adults. Such an effect of embodied numerosity would indicate that mental finger-based representations of numerosity are not restricted to a transient stage during numerical development. Instead, it would imply finger-based embodied representations of number to be used even by numerate adults in seemingly abstract operations. In turn, this would corroborate the notion that not only language and its comprehension (e.g., Glenberg and Kaschak, [@B21]; Hauk et al., [@B24]; Tettamanti et al., [@B40]; Zwaan and Taylor, [@B46]) but also mental arithmetic may be grounded in embodied experiences.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Twenty-two students from the Medical Faculty of the RWTH Aachen University (mean age: 24.6 years; SD = 3.5 years), participated in this study. It should be noted that none of the participants of the present study did show any signs of mathematics difficulties. This is important because people with math difficulties may use immature strategies such as finger counting to solve simple math problems even in adulthood (e.g., Butterworth, [@B9]; Kaufmann et al., this issue), which in turn would have biased the current results. All of them were native speakers of German and had normal or corrected to normal vision. They gave their informed consent and were paid for participation.

Stimuli
-------

In an addition production paradigm, 54 simple addition problems as well as 31 filler items were presented. The 54 critical addition problems consisted of three conditions. In the first condition (comprising 18 items) a sub-base-five boundary was crossed in the addition problem (e.g., in 12 + 4 the sum of 2 + 4 is larger than 5). In the second condition (comprising 18 items), the sub-base-10 boundary had to be crossed as these items involved a carry operation (e.g., 7 + 4). Generally, a carry operation is necessary whenever the sum of the unit digits (here: 7 + 4) is equal to or larger than 10. In the third condition (also comparison 18 items), neither a sub-base-5 nor a sub-base-10 boundary had to be crossed (e.g., 7 + 2). Finally, of the 31 filler items 21 included a sub-base-5 break, while none of the fillers required a base-10 break. Moreover, filler items included the digit 0 or 5 in unit position of either the first operand or the sum. For an overview of the whole stimulus set the reader is referred to the Appendix.

While the first summand in all critical items ranged from 4 to 37, the second summand was always 2, 3, or 4; thus, the position of the smaller addend within the problem was always on the right side. To ensure the validity of the collected data, absolute as well as logarithmic sum, mean magnitude of the unit and decade digit of the sum, and the parity of the correct result were matched between the three stimulus categories and the filler items where appropriate. No multiples of 10 or problems with a 5 in unit position were included in the critical addition problems as either addends or sum of the equation. Finally, no addition problem was part of a multiplication table.

Procedure
---------

Participants were seated approximately 50 cm from the screen of a laptop computer in a dimly lit room. All stimuli were presented in white NRC-7-BIT 172 size (approximately 2.0 cm height and up to 1.4 cm width per digit) against a black background using ERTS software version 3.18 (BeriSoft Cooperation, Frankfurt, Germany; Beringer, [@B8]). In each trial, an addition problem was presented in central position. Addition problems were presented in Arabic notation, while responses were given orally. Response time data was measured using a voice-key. Each response had to be initiated with the same word: "macht" ("*equals*") before the actual result was named, ensuring that all responses started with the same phoneme. Importantly, participants were instructed to respond in a fluent manner, so there were no pauses between the words "macht" and the actual result. Trials on which this was not the case were excluded from analyses (see Korvorst et al., [@B33], for a similar procedure).

Instructions focused on both speed and accuracy. To familiarize participants with display layout and task requirements, 10 additional practice problems had to be solved before starting the experiment. None of these practice problems was repeated during the experiment. All addition problems were presented pseudo-randomized in blocks of 21 items. Between the blocks a short pause was incorporated to ensure that participants could have a short resting period. Each problem was presented until a response was given or the time limit of 5 s was reached.

Analysis
--------

Response times measured by voice-key were evaluated in an item-based approach. Only RTs for correct responses were entered into the analyses. Moreover, problems, where participants made an irrelevant noise or a self-correction, were disregarded in the RT analyses. Furthermore, response latencies shorter than 300 ms were not considered and in a second step responses outside the interval of ±3 SD around the individual mean were excluded. Considering erroneous responses and trimming this resulted in a total loss of 4.4% of the data. As error rates were very low (*M* = 3.8%; SD = 3.6%) the following analyses will focus on response latencies.

First, we ran an item-based univariate ANCOVA (i.e., no break vs. 5 break vs. 10 break) incorporating unit sum (reflecting the sum of the unit digits of the summands) as the covariate to compensate for any systematic disadvantages in solving the addition problems due to increasing unit sum (see Klein et al., [@B30],[@B31] for a more detailed evaluation of possible influences of unit sum). Please note that this covariate was necessary as only the conditions 5 break and no break were matched for absolute and logarithmic mean of the individual summands, overall sum, and unit sum. On the other hand, it is mathematically impossible to match the carry condition with the conditions 5 break and no break with regard to the factor unit sum because unit sum needs to be larger than 10 in the carry and smaller than 10 in the other conditions per definition.

Second, results were analyzed using a stepwise multiple linear regression analysis on mean item RT. The stepwise regression analysis was stopped when the inclusion of another predictor would not lead to an additional significant increase of *R*^2^ (at *p* \< 0.05). Predictors included presence or absence of 5 break (e.g., 23 + 4 crossing 25) or carry operation (e.g., 28 + 4 crossing 30) as well as more general structural variables such as *problem size* (measured as the sum of the addends), and *unit sum* (Deschuyteneer et al., [@B13]; Klein et al., [@B30],[@B31]) as well as the interaction terms of problem size and unit sum and problem size and presence of a 5 break. The predictors for 5 break and carry operation were coded categorically: +1 in the case the addition problem required a carry of sub-base-5 or base-10 and −1 for problems not requiring a carry, while the predictor *unit sum* simply reflects the sum of the digits at the unit position of the two addends, respectively (Klein et al., [@B30],[@B31]). For instance, the unit sum ranged from 3 (as in 31 + 2) to 9 (as in 26 + 3). Further predictors were included into the regression analysis which were directly or indirectly motivated from models and/or previous findings reported in the literature (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

**Critical predictors (necessary for testing our hypotheses) and controlled predictors (motivated by the literature on mental addition and included to substantiate the results) included in the stepwise multiple regression analysis**.

  Critical predictors                      
  ---------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  Break 5                                  
  Carry                                    
  Problem size                             
  Unit sum                                 
  Break 5 × carry                          
  Problem size × carry                     
  Problem size × break 5 × carry           
  **Controlled predictors**                **Citation**
  Size of the second (smaller) summand     Groen and Parkman ([@B23])
  Logarithmic sum                          Butterworth et al. ([@B10])
  Logarithmic unit sum                     Dehaene ([@B12]), Deschuyteneer et al. ([@B13])
  Square of the sum                        Ashcraft and Battaglia ([@B5])
  Product of the summands                  Widaman et al. ([@B43])
  Sum of the square of the addends (SSA)   Widaman et al. ([@B43])
  Parity of the two summands               Campbell et al. ([@B11])
                                           Lemaire and Siegler ([@B34])
                                           Vandorpe et al. ([@B42])

*For the latter, the respective citation (referencing one or more studies indicating the impact of this predictor) is provided*.

Results
=======

ANCOVA
------

To control for any systematic disadvantages in solving the addition problems due to increasing unit sum, we additionally ran an ANCOVA incorporating this variable as a covariate. The ANCOVA revealed a main effect of item group \[*F*(50, 3) = 12.06, *p* \< 0.001\]. Moreover, Bonferroni--Holm corrected pairwise comparisons (Holm, [@B25]) revealed that all possible group differences were significant (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) with no break problems being responded to fastest followed by 5 break and 10 break problems (Δ~no\ break\ vs.\ 5\ break~ = 91 ms, Δ~no\ break\ vs.\ 10\ break~ = 209 ms, Δ~5\ break\ vs.\ 10\ break~ = 118 ms, all *p *\< 0.05). Additionally, there was no reliable influence of the covariate unit sum \[*F*(1, 33) \< 1\].

![**Response latencies for addition problems with and without 5 break as well as for problems with 10 break (carry)**. Error bars depict 1 standard error of the mean (SEM). \*Please note that problems with a 10 break could not be fully matched regarding the units of the result with the two other groups (problems with and without 5 break).](fpsyg-02-00197-g001){#F1}

Regression analysis
-------------------

The final model comprised only the predictors carry and 5 break \[*R*^2^ = 0.418, adjusted *R*^2^ = 0.395, *F*(2, 51) = 18.3, *p* \< 0.001\], while the predictors problem size and unit sum failed to explain significant amounts of additional variance. Inspection of the individual beta weights indicated a significant influence of both the fact whether a base-10 \[*b* = 0.75, *t*(20) = 6.0, *p* \< 0.001\] or a sub-base-five was crossed \[*b* = 0.34, *t*(20) = 2.28, *p* \< 0.001\]. This means that the addition of two numbers became relatively slower when a 5 break as well as when a 10 break had to be crossed (for detailed results for all variables entered in the stepwise multiple regression analysis see Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

**Results for all variables entered in the stepwise multiple regression analysis**.

  Variables included in the model         Standardized beta       *t*         Sign.
  --------------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------- -----------
  Break 10 (carry)                        0.746                   6.044       \<0.001
  Break 5                                 0.341                   2.765       \>0.01
  **Variables excluded from the model**   **Standardized beta**   ***t***     **sign**.
  Problem size                            −0.004                  −0.037      0.970
  Unit sum                                −0.053                  −0.263      0.794
  Logarithmic sum                             0.017                   0.159   0.874
  Logarithmic unit sum                    −0.024                  −0.144      0.886
  Squared problem size                    −0.007                  −0.064      0.949
  Product of summands                         0.026                   0.234   0.816
  SSA                                     −0.012                  −0.111      0.912
  Parity of summand 1                         0.028                   0.245   0.807
  Parity of summand 2                         0.097                   0.906   0.369
  Break 10 × problem size                 −0.027                  −0.098      0.923
  Break 5 × break 10 × problem size       −0.12                   −0.433      0.667

Discussion
==========

There is growing evidence suggesting that bodily experiences such as finger-based representations may exert reliable influences on number processing even in educated adults (e.g., Domahs et al., [@B17]). For the case of mental arithmetic so far such a finger-based effect was only reported for children (Domahs et al., [@B16]). Therefore, it was argued that such finger-based effects on mental arithmetic may be limited to an important but transitory step in numerical development during which children recruit their fingers for counting/arithmetical processes. The present study aimed at evaluating the influence of finger-based representations in numerate adults solving an addition production task. Crucially, reliable influences of finger-based representations in adults were indicated by a detrimental 5 break effect in mental addition. This means that addition problems in which the sum of the unit digits exceeds 5 (e.g., 3 + 4 = 7) were more difficult to solve than problems without such a break (e.g., 5 + 2 = 7), even when controlling for overall unit sum (i.e., 7 in the present examples).

In line with our hypothesis we indeed observed consistent sub-base-five effects: when summing up the unit digits crossed the sub-base-five boundary, this was associated with a significant increase of response times. First, the comparison of addition problems involving a 5 break with no break problems revealed reliably prolonged reaction times for the former. Importantly, these two problem categories were matched for variables such as size of the global sum or unit sum, etc. indicating that it was indeed the 5 break which delayed responses. Second, this finding was replicated in a regression analysis. Here, we observed that apart from the well known carry effect, the presence of a 5 break was the only reliable predictor of item RT. The current findings thus suggest that even in numerate adults finger-based representations of numerosity moderate arithmetic performance. Importantly, the response modality used in our paradigm further corroborates this interpretation. As participants were required to produce the result to the addition problems verbally, the recruitment of any kind of finger-based representations should not have been triggered by finger and/or hand movements related to the answer modality. Additionally, there were no obvious signs of actual finger movements while participants completed the addition task. However, it has to be noted that corticospinal excitability of fibers enervating hand muscles has been associated with the processing of numerical information even in the absence of finger movements (e.g., Andres et al., [@B3]). But based on the methodology of our study we cannot evaluate whether the finger-based influence of the sub-base-five effect is driven by entirely abstract mental representations of embodied origin or generalizes to neural activity/excitability associated with finger movements. This question is open to future studies using neuro-cognitive methods such as fMRI or TMS.

Moreover, we consistently observed a carry effect (i.e., an RT-increase due to the crossing of a 10 break, e.g., 28 + 6 vs. 31 + 3) in both the ANCOVA and the regression analysis. This is a standard finding in mental addition (Deschuyteneer et al., [@B13]; Kong et al., [@B32]; Imbo et al., [@B27]; Klein et al., [@B30],[@B31]). Therefore, we are confident that the current task assessed the processing of addition problems in an appropriate way. However, while base-10 effects may be caused by the structure of both the stimuli or the internal representations related to different notations (e.g., Arabic digits, finger counting patterns), this is not true for sub-base-five effects. The latter cannot be related to the Arabic notation as the number 5 is not of particular importance as regards the organization principle of the base-10 Arabic number system. However, sub-base-five effects may index traces of finger-based representations influencing mental numerical representations.

Nevertheless, the fact that we did not observe a problem size effect was unexpected and deserves further discussion. Generally, most previous studies indicated that addition performance -- like performance in all kinds of mental arithmetic -- is largely determined by overall problem size, i.e., response performance declines as the size of the numbers involved increases (e.g., 8 + 4 is less difficult than 38 + 4, see Ashcraft, [@B4]; Zbrodoff and Logan, [@B45] for reviews). However, it must be considered that the largest addend was always presented first (e.g., 34 + 2) and did not change substantially in size due to the addition operation itself as only 2, 3, or 4 had to be added. This means that overall problem size was reflected almost entirely by the first summand and did not change substantially by adding the second summand. However, we observed a substantial correlation between the predictor "unit of the second summand" (which was either 2, 3, or 4) and overall RT (*r* = 0.44, *p* \< 0.001). This continuous increase of reaction time with the increase of the second addend is in line with the literature (Groen and Parkman, [@B23]) and indicates negative influences of increasing digit magnitude on task performance. From a broader perspective this indicates that adults may have indeed relied on counting or even finger-counting related strategies to solve the current addition task, because such a correlation is hard to reconcile with participants relying on arithmetic fact retrieval (see Domahs et al., [@B14], for a disappearing problem size effect in multiplication when controlling for structural variables). Furthermore, this correlation of the unit of the second summand with overall RT can be interpreted as a problem size effect for the unit of the second summand. This interpretation of digit specific influences of increasing magnitude are corroborated by the fact that the raw correlation of unit sum with overall RT (which is one possible measure of problem size in addition) was highly significant (*r* = 0.48, *p* \< 0.001). As the predictors carry (which was considered in the final model) and unit sum are highly intercorrelated (*r* = 0.81) unit sum may not have been incorporated in the final regression model. Nevertheless, it is well conceivable that parts of the variance associated with unit sum as a measure of problem size are accounted for by the categorical carry predictor in the final model. This suggests that the carry effect observed may partially reflect influences of (unit) problem size as well (cf. Klein et al., [@B30]). This indicates that, although we did not observe an effect of problem size overall, we nevertheless observed specific results reflecting an negative influence of increasing magnitude on performance as expected by the problem size effect. Finally, it has been argued that overall problem size seems to affect primarily carry addition problems (Deschuyteneer et al., [@B13]). As the majority of the current stimuli were non-carry problems, this property in combination with the above mentioned argument, might have further reduced the influence of overall problem size[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}.

Taken together, we are well aware that we used a specific stimulus set (i.e., adding a single-digit to a two-digit number); thus, the lack of a standard problem size effect may be driven by our stimulus selection. In particular, the use of very small symbolic numbers as addends (2, 3, 4) makes it very likely that even in educated numerate adults processes related to (finger) counting may have been recruited. However, using exclusively symbolic digital stimulus material should not have triggered explicitly the access to finger-based representations such as the presentation of finger gestures (cf. Badets et al., [@B7]). From this we suggest that in adult numerical cognition finger-based representations affect mental arithmetic because the presence or absence of a 5 break exerted a reliable influence on response latencies. In summary, this strongly suggests that finger-based representations exhibit a reliable influence on mental arithmetic not only during a transitory developmental phase in children\'s arithmetic performance but even in educated numerate adults.

To conclude, the present study provides first evidence that the influence of finger-based (sub-base-five) representations on number processing in adults generalizes to the case of mental arithmetic. This was observed for arithmetical problems presented in purely digital-symbolic notation with verbal responses given. Importantly, the structure of both, input and output (Arabic numbers and spoken number words, respectively) do not reference sub-base-five representations in any way. Thus, the present findings support the general idea of embodied numerosity: even seemingly abstract numerical representations and operations involved in adult mental arithmetic may at least partially be rooted in bodily sensorimotor experiences.
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^1^Additionally, it should be noted that in the domain of mental arithmetic a distinction between simple (single-digit) and complex (multi-digit) addition has been suggested. However, the results of additional analyses exploring possible differential processing of exclusively single-digit problems and those involving two-digit summands did not differ from the overall regression analysis with respect to the influence of problem size. This means that problem size was a reliable predictor neither for simple nor for complex problems in our study while "carry," representing a measure of the problem size of the units, was.

###### 

**Overview of the whole stimulus set used**.

       No break   5 Break    10 Break   Filler items
  ---- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------------
  1       6 + 3      4 + 2      7 + 4      3 + 2
  2       7 + 2      4 + 3      8 + 3   11 + 4
  3    11 + 2     12 + 4        8 + 4   12 + 3
  4    11 + 3     13 + 3        9 + 2   13 + 2
  5    12 + 2     13 + 4        9 + 3   21 + 4
  6    16 + 2     14 + 2        9 + 4   22 + 3
  7    16 + 3     14 + 3     17 + 4     23 + 2
  8    17 + 2     14 + 4     18 + 3     31 + 4
  9    21 + 2     22 + 4     18 + 4     32 + 3
  10   21 + 3     23 + 3     19 + 2     33 + 2
  11   22 + 2     23 + 4     19 + 3     10 + 2
  12   26 + 2     24 + 2     19 + 4     10 + 3
  13   26 + 3     24 + 3     27 + 4     10 + 4
  14   31 + 2     32 + 4     28 + 3     20 + 2
  15   31 + 3     33 + 3     28 + 4     20 + 3
  16   32 + 2     33 + 4     29 + 2     20 + 4
  17   36 + 3     34 + 2     29 + 3     30 + 2
  18   37 + 2     34 + 3     29 + 4     30 + 3
  19                                    30 + 4
  20                                       5 + 2
  21                                       5 + 3
  22                                       5 + 4
  23                                    15 + 2
  24                                    15 + 3
  25                                    15 + 4
  26                                    25 + 2
  27                                    25 + 3
  28                                    25 + 4
  29                                    35 + 2
  30                                    35 + 3
  31                                    35 + 4
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